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• Abstract (300 words):  

The picturesque canals of London and their adjacent green spaces—bucolic wetlands 

and parks hosting flora and fauna one would hardly expect to see so close to Central 

London—simultaneously offer a respite from urbanity and architecture while also 

epitomising critical urban issues, particularly around contested mobilities, contested 

visions of space, and the increasing premium on waterfronts. Using the River Lea 

Navigation Canal adjacent to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park as a case study, our 

research focuses on the modalities of mobilities—cycle lanes, Overground rail routes, bus 

routes, pedestrians, and boaters–that converge in parallel and perpendicular flows 

around the site. These modalities of mobilities provide a window into a critical analysis of 

larger issues around: (1) the challenges of governing small architectures (particularly their 

movement), (2) infrastructural subjects, subjectivities, and governance, (3) contested 

architectures of circulation, (4) the extent to which planning processes are inclusive and 

participatory, and (5) urban nomadism and mobile forms of belonging. Our methodology 

consists of a systematic literature review, analysis of planning documents, ethnography 



(interviews, field-based observations), mapping, and socio-spatial analysis. The purpose 

of our research is threefold: (1) To problematise current models of citizenship and 

governance structures operating on and alongside the canal, (2) To propose a dual-

pronged spatial and policy intervention to better enable the canals as mixed-use spaces, 

and (3) To envision ways to better integrate the canals into London’s urban fabric, 

identity, and future as a global city that excels at multivalent transit and residence. 
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